
LEVEL 

• U8-U11

PRINCIPLES OF PLAY

• Desire to defend
• Distance between defenders
• Body shape

2v2 DEFENDING 

• This is a 2v2 practice in which the focus should be
placed on the commitment and desire of the two
defenders.

• The practice requires an even number of players – who
defend and attack in pairs – plus one goalkeeper.

AGE PHASE: U8-U11
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AGE PHASE: U8-U11

2v2 DEFENDING DEFENDING THE BOX

FUNCTION 

• This is a basic set-up, where the focus is on the
commitment and desire of the defenders – here,
Team B – to not concede goals.

• Two designated defenders work for a set period of time.
In waves of two, attackers – here, Team A – attempt to
score against the two defenders and goalkeeper.

• Once the ball is secured by the defenders or goalkeeper,
or the ball goes out of play, the next pair of attackers
drive in. The original attackers return to the starting
position to wait for their next turn.

• The coach should be involved to motivate the
defenders, as the practice is both mentally and
physically draining.

• Progress by introducing scoring systems: points
for clean sheets or successful defending attempts,
for example.
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2v2 DEFENDING DEFENDING THE BOX

AGE PHASE: U8-U11

COACHING DETAIL: TECHNICAL 

BODY SHAPE  
• Defenders should always show opponents outside when

in 2v2 or 1v1 situations.
• Challenge defenders to open their hips with their feet at

10 o’clock and 2 o’clock, with their weight on the front
of their feet and their knees bent.

DISTANCE BETWEEN DEFENDERS   
• Defenders must not allow any split passes between

them, or give an attacker the chance to dribble
between them.

• Work off numbers of steps between the defenders –
at this age, roughly 6-8. Be aware that this number will
adjust depending on the age and ability of the players.

TIMING OF TACKLES  
• Highlight the importance of how not diving into tackles

and staying patient can benefit the defenders.
• Reinforce the triggers to tackle: sideward touches, ball

not moving, slow or poorly controlled touches.

COACHING DETAIL: PSYCHOLOGICAL 

• The coach should provide praise and motivation to the
two working defenders.

• Depending on the ability of the players, the coach can
be creative in how much positive or negative feedback
players receive. After a high-stress period of defending,
players should be given the chance to regain a normal
state of stress through rest or attacking.


